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Abstract- The main objective of this paper is to automatically irrigate plants grown vertically using special type of
structures at particular angle that can be either free-standing or attached to walls, which can provide good
appearance to a building, adding color and texture that won’t go out of fashion. The system is controlled using 8253
micro controller. Soil moisture sensors are connected micro controller via comparator, when there is change in
humidity of the soil, these sensors senses the change and gives signal to port of the micro-controller and thus pump is
switched.
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I. INTRODUCTION
System is dealing green wall irrigation control based on embedded system. The system presented here waters
our plants regularly when we are out of vocation. The circuit comprises soil moisture sensor and analog to
digital converter built using op-amp IC LM324. Op-amp's are configured here as a comparator. Two stiff copper
wires are inserted in the soil to sense the whether the Soil is wet or dry. The Microcontroller 8051 family was
used to control the whole system. It monitors the sensors and when more than two sensors sense the dry
condition then the microcontroller will switch on the motor and it will switch off the motor when all the sensors
are in wet condition. LCD shows dry and wet condition of moisture sensors.

A. Green wallGreen infrastructure is the concept of using plants in urban and indoor areas in order to receive the benefits of
their natural biological processes and improve the overall living environment. Living green walls are panels of
plants, grown vertically using hydroponics, on structures that can be either free-standing or attached to walls.
Living green walls are also referred to as vertical gardens, green walls. The idea for living green walls was first
given by Stanley Hart White in 1938.
A well-designed, green wall can improve a building’s appearance, adding color and texture that won’t go
out of fashion. Each wall is specifically designed, using different varieties of plants which can vary in color,
growth and flower to create living art, inside and outside of building.

B. Irrigation systemIt is important to irrigate vertical green wall in order to provide moisture and keep plants growing. From an
irrigation supply tank, I connected tube across the top of my green wall, with emitters to release water. Irrigation
system is made to release water up to wet condition of sensor for three to four times daily, depending on weather
condition of the area. Felt sheet is advisable to use attached to the frame to avoid rust.
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Water is pumped from the tank to the green wall. Water is distributed to the plants in the wall. Gravity
pulls excess water downward. Excess drainage water collects at the bottom of the wall and is fed back to the
tank. This water is then used over and over (recirculates). Larger green walls have a direct irrigation system and
smaller walls have a recirculating system, although this can vary. Each system has its advantages and
disadvantages.
II. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PLATFORM USED
A. Hardware usedMicro controller, ADC, Humidity sensor, Comparator, LCD, diodes, resistors and capacitors.

B. software usedMicro c compiler
III. CONSTRUCTIONS AND WORKING
The input is 230V AC which is step down using the adapter (12V) .The 12V ac input is fed to the bridge diode
to gives 12V pulsating DC. This DC voltage is filtered through the capacitor to remove the ripples. The filtered
DC is fed to 7805 regulator to fetch +5v regulated output. This regulated voltage is given to all the components
to function properly. In this project we have used moisture sensor having copper plates to measure the
conductivity in the sand. When the sand is dry the conductivity is pretty low, and the conductivity increases as
the humidity increases, and when the sand dries up the conductivity decreases. We have used this conductivity
property to measure the humidity level of water. We have measured the voltage using the probes and property
of conductivity, this voltage is analog type. We have converted this analog signal into digital by using Op-amp
LM324. In the comaprator mode of operation the op-amp compares the input voltage of the system with a predefined threshold voltage and depending on the mode of operation of the op-amp(i.e. inverting and noninverting mode of operation) generates the output in digital format. If the mode of operation is inverting in that
case if the input is less than the threshold the output is high else low and vice versa is the case for non- inverting
mode of operation i.e. if input is higher than the threshold voltage output is high else the output is low. Finally,
it is interpreted that the op-amp in comparator mode is used for analog variation in two digital discrete levels of
voltages.
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Fig 1 Block diagram of green wall automation system
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Fig 2. Ckt diagram
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Fig 3 Layout

The Microcontroller was used to control the whole system it receives digital signal from comparator, monitors
the sensors and when more than two sensors sense the dry condition then the microcontroller will switch on the
motor and it will switch off the motor when all the sensors are in wet condition. These are used to switch on and
off motor as per controller output. LCD displays dry or wet condition of sensor using alphabet‘d’ for dry and
‘W’ for wet as shown in project image. The microcontroller does the above job it receives the signals from the
sensors, and this signals operated under the control of software which is stored in ROM. Motor or pump
operates according dryness of soil and Current flows through designed relay card using relay driver (ULN2802).
In relay the control coil, which is wrapped around an iron core? The iron core intensifies the magnetic field
attracts the upper arm and pulls it down, closing the contacts and allowing power source to go to the load. The
major advantage of using this IC (ULN2803) is that it can fulfil the need for high voltage and high current also.
This is enabled through a low voltage and low current source to give high voltage and high current output. LED
indicates the operation of relay. When LEDs are on, that means relays are operated to switch on motor pump. If
it is off there is no need of water and motor and relays are in off position. Water pump supplies water to the
plants from tank. A tube is connected across the green wall, with three emitters to release water in to three
primary plant containers. Other plant containers may be connected in parallel to these primary containers using
plastic pipe as shown in green wall image with project. Using this method, we can supply water to nine no. of
plant containers and beautiful small size green wall irrigation is controlled.
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Fig 4 Image of green wall automation system.

IV. RESULTS
Project automatically controls the irrigation of green wall successfully. Microcontroller AT8253 controls the
motor according to condition of soil moisture sensor. When sensors are in wet condition, it switches off the
water pump and switches on the water pump when more than one sensor is in dry condition. Dry and wet
condition of sensor can be easily seen from LCD. Studies show that by controlled irrigation 30-50% of water
is saved than conventional method. Less amounts of water is supplied in controlled manner according
dryness condition of sensors which improves growing conditions. Drip irrigation increases watering times
to plants, prevents soil erosion and saves nutrient. Also, because the water flow is no of times, water goes
deeply into the sand that goes into the root zone. Water is supplied only when it’s needed as sensors are
added to the system for automatic watering. It is very easy to modify drip irrigation system to adjust it to
the needs of the garden or lawn.
Table-1 Experiment Result
SENSOR POSITION
All in wet soil

LCD READING
W
W
W

MOTOR
Off

Two in wet soil
And one is dry

W

W

D

Off

Two are dry &
One is in wet soil

D

D

W

On

All are dry

D

D

D

On
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The system has no. of benefits and can be operated with less manpower. This system supplies water only when
moisture in the soil decreases below the reference value. Due to the direct supply of water to the roots less water
is used and it helps to maintain the humidity to soil ratio at the roots constant up to large extend. Thus the
system is compatible and efficient to change the environment.

VI. FUTURE SCOPES
The system which is discussed above is made on the board and the results are shown. But this system
performance can be improved with present technology in the area of wireless communication and GSM
technology using Short Message Service with the help of embedded technology. The future bright for green
walls, they are in mind of city developers and could be an important tool to solve future energy, space, and
water and food problems. They can ensure low transportation fresh food in a limited foot print and produce with
a minimum amount of water. In future, green walls will control the environmental pollution. As they will be
developed, they will generate new jobs.
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